AT ISSUE

“The best advice that I could give is to not give up on yourself and to
utilize the tutors and the writing and math labs. Meet with an academic
counselor regularly to keep yourself on track. And the big gest thing ,
STUDY in chunks rather than cramming the hours before class.”
~ Holly Reil, student, Grand Rapids Community College
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success or failure of students who are under-prepared for
higher education. Among community colleges nationwide, the
for transfer education and careers in emerging industries
to addressing remedial needs in basic academic areas and
study skills. Yet the term “at risk,” a commonly used phrase
describing students with educational needs below college
level, may undermine the success of these students by implying
that they are starting from a deficit point of overcoming
obstacles. Instead of creating an empowering environment that
promotes students’ potential, the label “at risk” perpetuates
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makeup, and cultural patterns of students are called into
question and labeled deficient…” (Franklin, 2000, p.3).

In challenging the status quo, the authors prefer
to develop a new way of knowing and viewing
our roles, by seeing community colleges as places
where all students at promise are resources
to be cultivated, not problems to be solved.
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“The thing I think that has
contributed most to my
success was taking the College
Life Skills class and learning
how I learn best so that I can
implement that in my studies.”

“I think support for a student is a
big part of success. Faculty can
help with that. A career that
interests you is important; you’ve
got to like what you’re studying.”
~ Doreen Timmers, student, Grand
Rapids Community College
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“Make sure you see your counselors
and talk to them when problems
start. Ask questions when you
don’t understand something. No
question is dumb. It’s not asking
questions that is dumb. You are
paying for this. Get all you can and
utilize all that’s available to you.”

students disproportionately come from low-income
families, are first-generation college students, or come
from an ethnic or racial minority background and may
have experienced lower levels of academic preparedness. Because they are less likely to receive financial
support from their families and are more likely to have
work and family obligations outside of school, their ability
to participate fully in college experiences may be limited.
Research suggests that at-risk students are less likely to
participate in academic and social activities that lead to
college success, such as study groups and extracurricular
activities (Engle & Tinto, 2008).
Shifting from “at risk” to “at promise” requires
more than just re-labeling. It requires successfully integrating students into the college environment as part of
the academic conditioning process by explaining expectations, policies, procedures, and available services.
Students who are armed with knowledge of the institution and expectations will have a stronger foundation on
which to build a positive self-concept.

the mission of success for all students, many community
colleges have engaged in several promising practices
that promote student success for many at-promise students. A few such engagements that have worked are
included here. In addition, a recent study by the Center
for Community College Student Engagement (2012) led
by Kay McClenney shares comparative data from four
quantitatives surveys, along with numerous interviews
and focus groups in order to identify some inconsistencies between various audience perspectives and institutional policies. The best practices identified in that report
are consistent with many of those mentioned here.

A Practical Approach

Getting students off to the right start

As leaders and advocates of our communities and colleges, it is imperative that we take a stand for students,
access, and student success. We can begin by shifting the
paradigm from “at risk” to ”at promise” and embrace the
philosophy that every student has the chance to succeed.
We can recognize, evaluate, and implement best practices and show our community that we value action rather
than just words; change the culture by focusing on what is
needed for student completion and success; and, finally,
help increase students’ social capital. According to Burns
(2010) “high levels of social capital” obtained through
accessing “student support services such as advising and
tutoring” will assist students in approaching faculty and
staff for assistance. Furthermore “access to strong social
networks such as family or friends who are familiar with
higher education can provide assistance in identifying
potential support within a college” (Burns, 2010, p. 37).
In addition to changing the philosophy and ensuring that every employee at the college is in tune with

1) Use multiple assessments: Using multiple assessment
tools, such as diagnostic features for cognitive testing,
can yield better placement of incoming students,
especially those who will place within developmental
education courses (Hughes & Scott-Clayton, 2011).
Hughes and Scott-Clayton suggest that instead of
traditional testing, colleges consider multiple testing
assessments, taking into account high school preparation and student choice (2011). In addition, using affective testing measures can yield information on student
attitudes and behaviors that can have an impact on
student success. An affective measure of psycho-social
behavior could be used to measure the trait of perseverance (Duckworth & Quinn, 2009). When paired with
cognitive testing, an affective measure can be a strong
predictive element in assessing the needs of students.
2) Eliminate late registration: A significant relationship
has been seen between the time of registration and
student persistence. According to Smith, Street, and

~ Kim Reis, student, Grand
Rapids Community College
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Olivarez (2002), “late registrants were much less
likely to persist to the next semester than early or
regular registrants and were more likely to withdraw
from courses.” In addition, a connection was also
found between returning students’ GPAs and course
completion based on the time of registration (Smith, et
al., 2002).
3) Mandate enrollment into developmental courses:
Studies have shown greater attrition among students
who placed into developmental courses and took college-level courses before developmental courses. This
reinforces the concept of mandatory placement into
developmental courses for those students who score
below acceptable benchmarks. Sequential placement
into developmental courses could increase student
success, persistence, and retention (Bailey, Jeong &
Cho, 2010). Reading, a foundational necessity both in
completing academics as well as finding success in the
workforce, is a strong predictor of academic success
and learning (Kern & Friedman, 2008; Stainthorp &
Hughes, 2004).
4) Create a college & life success course: Several

colleges have shown increased levels of success, persistence, and retention among students who participated in a student success course compared to those
who did not. At Miami-Dade College, for example, the
minority student graduation rate doubled after mandating that students who placed within developmental
education take a student success course (Gonzalez,
2012). This type of course identifies key traits to be
developed for success, thus aligning the cognitive with
the psycho-social needs that lead to student success.
The course also integrates many concepts of a first-year
experience course tailored to the at-promise student.

Accelerating and Mainstreaming
5) Shorten the pipeline: Implementing “shorter academic terms, less time off between terms, year-round
scheduling” and credits for competencies, rather
than credits for seat time can improve retention and
persistence (Schneider & Yin, 2011, p. 14). Using the
concept of competency-based course progression,
courses in the developmental academic subjects
could be offered in accelerated and open entry/open

Steps to move students from “At Risk” to “At Promise”
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Build a Positive Student-Centered Culture!

Apply Tools for Student Success!

The Right Start!

• Cognitive and affective testing
with multiple assessments.
• Eliminate late registration.
• Connect students to resources
such as advising, tutoring.
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which to build a positive self-concept.
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Hughes and Scott-Clayton suggest that instead of
traditional testing, colleges consider multiple testing
assessments, taking into account high school preparation and student choice (2011). In addition, using affective testing measures can yield information on student
attitudes and behaviors that can have an impact on
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colleges have shown increased levels of success, persistence, and retention among students who participated in a student success course compared to those
who did not. At Miami-Dade College, for example, the
minority student graduation rate doubled after mandating that students who placed within developmental
education take a student success course (Gonzalez,
2012). This type of course identifies key traits to be
developed for success, thus aligning the cognitive with
the psycho-social needs that lead to student success.
The course also integrates many concepts of a first-year
experience course tailored to the at-promise student.
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“The thing I think that has
contributed most to my
success was taking the College
Life Skills class and learning
how I learn best so that I can
implement that in my studies.”

“I think support for a student is a
big part of success. Faculty can
help with that. A career that
interests you is important; you’ve
got to like what you’re studying.”
~ Doreen Timmers, student, Grand
Rapids Community College
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AT ISSUE

“The best advice that I could give is to not give up on yourself and to
utilize the tutors and the writing and math labs. Meet with an academic
counselor regularly to keep yourself on track. And the big gest thing ,
STUDY in chunks rather than cramming the hours before class.”
~ Holly Reil, student, Grand Rapids Community College
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success or failure of students who are under-prepared for
higher education. Among community colleges nationwide, the
for transfer education and careers in emerging industries
to addressing remedial needs in basic academic areas and
study skills. Yet the term “at risk,” a commonly used phrase
describing students with educational needs below college
level, may undermine the success of these students by implying
that they are starting from a deficit point of overcoming
obstacles. Instead of creating an empowering environment that
promotes students’ potential, the label “at risk” perpetuates
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the belief that these students are damaged and personally
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flawed where “psychological character, physiological
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makeup, and cultural patterns of students are called into
question and labeled deficient…” (Franklin, 2000, p.3).

In challenging the status quo, the authors prefer
to develop a new way of knowing and viewing
our roles, by seeing community colleges as places
where all students at promise are resources
to be cultivated, not problems to be solved.
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